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Welcome to  
Luxurious 

Walls 
Luxurious Walls is based in studios next to 
the River Thames in London. We are a truly 

global office, with customers spreading 
around the world.

Our collections of paintings, limited edition 
prints and fine art photography offer a bold, 

contemporary and aspirational aesthetic, 
providing artwork for homes, prestigious 

residences, restaurants, hotels and all 
corporate or business interiors.

Luxurious Walls artwork is exclusive and 
only available through our website and 

social media platforms.
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Inspirations
Inspired by nature, 
philosophy and 
the world around 
us, we make art 
pieces that work in 
synchronicity with 
their surroundings. 
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Luxurious Walls offers five new studio collections.  
You can view the complete range, place orders and visit  

Online Exhibitions at luxuriouswalls.com.

We are proud to show you our new collections and hope you like the work we present. 

Please do get in contact with us. We’ll be delighted to hear from you.

Best wishes 
Luxurious Walls Studio team

Our Premium 
Services enable 

customers to 
upgrade to the 

finest art papers and 
surfaces. Choose 
bespoke framing 

and order larger-size 
artworks. 

Our Commissions 
Service was 

established to meet the 
growing demand for 
bespoke art requests. 
We can create new 

artwork especially for 
you at all scales and for 

all interiors.

Commissions 
Service

Our Studio 
Collections 
provide top-

quality framed and 
unframed prints 

in standard sizing 
on photo-quality 

papers. 

Studio  
Collections

Premium  
Services

Studio 
Collections

 Commissions Service
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09

OUR VISION 
 IS SIMPLE:  

TO CREATE AND 
CONNECT.

WE WANT 
TO CREATE 

BEAUTIFUL AND 
INTERESTING 

PIECES OF 
ART THAT 

CONNECT WITH 
DISCERNING 
CUSTOMERS 

WHO 
APPRECIATE 

THEM.
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LW  
FEATURED 
IMAGE

Cutty Sark 
Crystal Wave 

The Cutty Sark was built in 1869 in the north east 
of England. Since she first sailed the seas, the 
Cutty Sark has faced storms, war, neglect, old age 
and fire. She was one of the last ‘tea clippers’ to 
be built and one of the fastest, bringing tea from 
Shanghai to London.

The ship has been damaged by fire twice in recent 
years. Make no mistake: this ship is a survivor. She 

was reopened by Her Majesty The Queen in 2012 

and retains around 90% of the original hull fabric 

with which she first launched.

Cutty Sark Crystal Wave celebrates the rebirth of 

this classic ship now sitting in a crystal wave that 

supports and helps preserve the Cutty Sark for 

future generations.

Colours: available in colour or black & white fine art photography prints.
Sizes: standard to extra large sizes A1 & A0.  Bigger prints are available by request.
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Colours: available in colour or black & white fine art photography prints.
Sizes: standard to extra large sizes A1 & A0.  Bigger prints are available by request.

ALL CREATION ORIGINATES 
WITH INTELLIGENT DESIGN.

Earth Origins is a fine art photography 
collection of ritual objects. 

These mythical objects make a space feel 
calm, grounded and connected to the earth. 

The vessels in this collection have an ancient, 
primordial look, as if they were just unearthed 
from an archaeological excavation. However, 
they are all modern creations; hand-made 
pottery, industrial design pieces as well as 
elegantly shaped shells from nature. They 
celebrate the ritual of creation: creation in 
nature, creation of hand-made vessels, and 
creation of the mass-produced. 

Humans have been using ritual objects for 
millennia. In Ancient Sumer, the world’s first 
great civilization, clay of the earth was an 
important material. The Sumerians made 
clay ritual objects to aid in communication 
with the gods, used clay tablets to record the 
first written language, and also invented the 
potter’s wheel, which enabled them to make 
strong vessels for storing food and water. In 
short, the Sumerians shaped their existence 
out of clay. 

EARTH ORIGINS CELEBRATES 
THE HANDCRAFTED CLAY 
ORIGINS OF THE HUMAN 
STORY. 

Named after Sumerian deities, this collection 
of fine art photographs acknowledges the 
ritualistic mindset of the ancients and their deep 
connection with the gods. 

Enki was the god of crafts and intelligence, but 
he was also the god of water. Inanna was the 
goddess of love and fertility but also of war 
and combat, the processes of creation and 
destruction. 

This collection features Enki’s Springwater Flask 
and other hand-crafted vessels by British artist 
Anne Gilmore. Additionally, the Inanna images 
encourage us to reconsider and re-imagine the 
work of Finnish designer Tapio Wirkkala. 

The Earth Origins collection provides an 
opportunity to relive and revisit a time when 
nature, gods and ritual objects were a part of 
humans’ everyday experience.

Earth  
Origins
W h e r e  d o e s  yo u r  s t o ry  b e g i n ?

Shop the Earth Origins collection 
and exhibitions

1312



Colours: available in colour or black & white fine art photography prints.
Sizes: standard to extra large sizes A1 & A0.  Bigger prints are available by request.
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Earth Origins collection celebrates the rituals of 
creation, helping us to calm the mind and feel 
grounded as we contemplate our relationship with 
the natural world and beyond. A powerful grouping 
of photographs showing contemporary hand-made 
ceramic vessels, each with a mystery to reveal.

Everyday Iconics collection elevates classic product design to high art 
status with minimal still lives or refined portraits of elegance. Clean, restful 
and thought-provoking, these fresh images will inspire conversation and 
provide an understated aesthetic to your home or business.

1514
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Colours: available in colour or black & white fine art photography prints.
Sizes: standard to extra large sizes A1 & A0.  Bigger prints are available by request.

It may seem like a contradiction. When viewed 
across the distance of space and time even the 
most common everyday objects can become 
iconic. 

The Everyday Iconics collection of fine art 
photography elevates classic product design 
to the status of high contemporary art. Each 
photograph is a minimalist still life or refined 
portrait of elegance.

The subject of these portraits, the 1957 ‘Finlandia’ 
dining set, was one such icon of the everyday. 
Designed by the titan of Finnish post-war design, 
Tapio Wirkkala, it evokes a sense of futuristic 
optimism. 

Taking the raw Finnish landscape as his 
inspiration, Wirkkala would distill natural 
phenomena to their most basic visual elements 
and translate them into his minimalist designs. 
This understated aesthetic was the basis for 
‘Finlandia’. Its glossy sheen and simple form gave 
it a sleek, modern look. 

The Everyday Iconics collection captures this 
futuristic ideal. No matter where you hang this 
collection, the smooth shapes and sunny colours 
will make you feel optimistic about tomorrow. 

Whether you’re decorating the dining room of 
your restaurant or need a conversation piece for 
your kitchen, this photo collection adds quiet, 
understated elegance to a room. 

These thought-provoking photographs allow you 
to have respite from your busy day. They give you 
a chance to really see the kinds of objects that 
you may have taken for granted in the past. You 
can follow the curves with your eyes, contemplate 
the clean lines and enjoy how shadows play upon 
surfaces. It’s as if your stress melts away from 
simply looking. 

Everyday  
Iconics
When the everyday becomes iconic

Everyday Iconics collection  
is all about pure good taste

Shop the Everyday Iconics collection

1716



Colours: available in colour or black & white fine art photography prints.
Sizes: standard to extra large sizes A1 & A0.  Bigger prints are available by request.
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Paintings and prints: 
available in rich fine 
art prints, enhanced 
premium prints and 

A0 size original oil and 
mixed media paintings.

Sizes: standard to 
extra large sizes A1 & 
A0. Bigger prints are 
available by request. 

The Luxurious Walls Wisdom 
Words collection offers 
powerful, positive messages 
combined with energizing 
colours and edgy design. 
Wisdom Words isn’t your 
typical word art collection. 
Instead, it’s a high-impact 
take on the ritual of daily 
affirmations. 

The Wisdom Words collection 
solves a common design 
problem. Business owners and 
individuals often want to put 
affirmations in their offices or 
homes but ‘affirmation art’ is 
typically, and paradoxically, 
either too mainstream or 
too sentimental to be truly 
inspiring in the workplace or 
home. Wisdom Words prints or 
paintings introduce rich colours 
and painterly textures into any 
space. They offer a bold and 
contemporary urban aesthetic. 
Each print can stand on its 
own as a piece of abstract art.
It’s all about adding a positive 
vibe to the environment. You 
don’t have to actually read the 
words to get a nice energy 

boost - you can just look at 
them quickly and the image 
will bring up the message 
in your mind. The Wisdom 
Words collection provides an 
opportunity to self-affirm in 
the time it takes to look up 
from your desk. Even if you’re 
rushing out the door in the 
morning, car keys and coffee 
in hand, you can glance at the 
framed Wisdom Words print 
in your hallway. The artwork 
reminds you that “you got this,” 
giving you a pick-me-up to 
start your day off right. When 
you come home, tired because 
you met the day’s challenges 
with verve, the same message 
greets you… only now it says, 
“you did it!”

 
These original paintings and 
fine art prints present layer on 
layer of colour, texture and 
intention. They encourage us 
to take time for contemplation, 
to reflect on the messages 
and absorb the powerful 
psychological benefits of their 
rich and healing colours.

SCIENTIFICALLY 
PROVEN TO BOOST 
MORALE.

Positive affirmations are 
scientifically proven to improve 
performance. In 2015, a team that 
included researchers from the 
University of Toronto, Columbia 
University, The University of 
California at Berkeley and 
Google discovered that positive 
affirmations make one feel 
calmer and more in control of 
their work and life situation. 
The team concluded that 
underperformance disappears 
when one has an opportunity 
to self-affirm. In short, we can 
all receive noticeable benefits 
from powerful and positive 
affirmations.

LW Wisdom Words collections 
offers positive statement 
pieces with a contemporary 
urban aesthetic.

Wisdom Words
Colours that Energize.  Words that Inspire. 

Shop the LW Wisdom  
Words collection
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A UNIQUE GIFT 
TO DELIGHT AND 
AMAZE SOMEONE 
SPECIAL.
Do you have trouble finding 
appropriate wedding gifts? Are 
you looking for a unique gift that 
will delight and amaze someone 
special? 

You need something beautiful 
and ‘different’, something that 
symbolizes your life together 
or acknowledges how you 
feel about someone. This very 
common problem has an artistic 
solution, as the Kings and 
Queens fine art print collection 
was created to fill this very need.

In centuries past, well-to-do 
young couples would get their 
portraits painted as a wedding 
gift. This special work of art 
would hang in a central place 
in the couple’s new home as a 
symbol of their union.

LW Kings and Queens collection 
is a modern twist on that idea, 
appropriate for all types of 
couples or special individuals 
in your life. The jewel tones of 
these prints remind one of a 
romantic, fairy-tale past, yet the 
expressionistic style of the figures 
puts it firmly in the modern era.

Because decorating a living 
space can be a challenge, the 
Kings and Queens collection was 

created with maximum flexibility 
in mind. It comes in a variety of 
colour palettes that could be 
effortlessly incorporated into any 
existing colour scheme. 

The prints have the option 
of coming with or without an 
inscription at the bottom. The 
Queen’s message to her King is, 
“You are the treasure I searched for.” 
The King’s message to his Queen is, 
“I found my treasure in you.”

The Luxurious Walls Studio team 
hopes that you will treasure this 
collection as well.

Colours: fine art prints available in four colour palettes.
Sizes: standard to extra large sizes A1 & A0.  Bigger prints are available by request.

Kings and Queens
the perfect gift for wedding couples or  
that special person in your l ife

Shop the LW Kings  
and Queens collection
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Colours: available in Greenery with darker green options.
Sizes: standard to extra large sizes A1 & A0.  Bigger prints are available by request.

In a world that seems more divided 
than ever, there is a deep yearning 
to get back to simple, pure, 
uncomplicated nature. The Pantone 
Colour Institute developed Greenery 
so that we could incorporate nature 
into our modern spaces. It’s a 
revitalizing shade that encourages 
one to ‘live green’. 

Many clients will want to incorporate 
this zesty shade into their décor. 
However, this bold yellow/green 
shade can be challenging to 
incorporate into your design scheme. 
Luxurious Walls offers an elegant 
solution: the Greenery collection.

The Greenery collection is a variation 
on two other Luxurious Walls 
photo collections, Earth Origins 
and Everyday Iconics. Combining 
pieces from all three collections will 
produce a sophisticated group of 
minimal images with an elegant pop 
of refreshing colour. 

The Earth Origins series in Greenery 
adds just a touch of the colour, ideal 
if you want to use Greenery as an 
accent without going overboard. 
In contrast, the Everyday Iconics 
series takes this refreshing colour 
to the max. It offers retro colour with 

Greenery
Luxurious Walls brings 

into your space

2322
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Colours: available in Greenery with darker green options.

Sizes: standard to extra large sizes A1 & A0.  Bigger prints are available by request.

images of classic mid-century 
design. 

The Greenery Collection 
pieces can be combined with 
black and white photographs 
from the Earth Origins and 
Everyday Iconics collections. 
This juxtaposition of bright 
green and neutral black and 
white will make a powerful 
visual statement. All Luxurious 
Walls pieces in Greenery 
celebrate the spirit of the colour. 
Their minimalist designs are 
in tune with Greenery’s fresh, 
uncluttered aesthetic. 

HOW WILL 
GREENERY BE 
USED IN INTERIOR 
DESIGN?
The Luxurious Walls Studio 
team has identified three spaces 
where this colour can really 
make a difference:

  In the kitchen: Greenery in 
the kitchen gives the space a 

fresh feeling. You know how 
your kitchen always looks 
more inviting with the addition 
of fresh potted herbs on 
your countertop? Greenery 
has a similar affect. You can 
add some Greenery to your 
kitchen by hanging up some 
bright green tea towels or 
framing up the Everyday 
Iconics photo collection in 
Greenery. 

  In the office: The colour 
green has been shown to have 
a calming, de-stressing effect. 
Because green is in the center 
of the colour spectrum, it is 
the most balanced colour. The 
eye does not need to adjust to 
see this colour, so it’s also the 
easiest to look at. Bringing in 
colours that mitigate stress into 
the office is a great idea, as it 
makes the work environment 
healthier and employees 
happier. This can be done by 
setting up some fresh plants 
or displaying Wisdom Words in 

Greenery throughout the office. 

  In the living room: The 
living room is where the most 
big-ticket items in the house 
are located. Therefore, unless 
you are head over heels in 
love with retro design, you’re 
probably not going to run out 
and buy a couch in Greenery. 
Greenery works better as an 
accent colour in the living 
room. Some green ideas could 
include setting a green vase 
on your coffee table, fluffing up 
some green accent pillows, or 
hanging up the subtle Earth 
Origins collection in Greenery.

Are you ready to experience 
the rejuvenating effects of 
Greenery?

Visit our special 
Greenery collection.
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Colours: available in Greenery with darker green options.

Sizes: standard to extra large sizes A1 & A0.  Bigger prints are available by request.
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COMMISSION A UNIQUE PIECE OF ART
Luxurious Walls Commissions is a premium service. We specialise in creating bespoke works of art. 
We’ve also taken portrait commissions.

This is an exciting process where you join us and become part of our creative team. 

We work directly with you to co-create original artwork that is both personal and unique. This results in 
an exciting artwork that matches your requirements perfectly and wonderfully enhances your interior 
environment.

See the Commissions page for the easy three-step commission process.

Contact us for an initial quote and timing indication at studio@luxuriouswalls.com

UPGRADE TO LW FINEST QUALITY
LW Exhibition Quality Printing is a premium service that enables customers to upgrade to the finest 
quality papers and surfaces available in the art markets today.

At Luxurious Walls, top-quality printing is at the heart of everything we do. 

We’ll work directly with you and help you choose from a range of high-end surfaces including fine art 
etching and watercolour papers, premium Monet canvas and other specialist surfaces. 

See the LW Exhibition Quality Printing pages for more information.

For quotes contact studio@luxuriouswalls.com

Luxurious 
Walls

Premium Services
Luxurious Walls offers a range of premium services that enable 
customers to upgrade the quality of print surfaces and choose 

bespoke framing for your artwork. You can commission new and 
bespoke art and order extra large size art as well.
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LARGE ART
Create an impact with large-scale art

LW Large Art is a premium service. We work directly with you to produce stunning large-scale artwork 
for all private and commercial interior spaces. 

All the artwork shown on our site is available to be produced at large scale. You can even commission 
bespoke art too!

We have researched the current market and understand that it is not always easy to find large art of 
good quality and reasonable price. Our studio team is pleased to offer this ‘Large Art’ service in response 
to listening to our customers’ requests. The results are always impressive.

Large Art Inspiration
Take a look at our online exhibitions to see the power and impact of our large artworks.

How to order
The Luxurious Walls Commissions page shows you how to order bespoke large artwork for your 
interior. You can also contact us for quotes at studio@luxuriouswalls.com

LW PREMIUM CANVAS
Handmade by canvas craftsmen

Our enduringly popular fine art canvases transform any image into a beautiful work of art. 

We offer canvas that is either pre-stretched on a wooden frame and ready to hang or rolled in a tube for 
convenient shipping.

See the LW Premium Canvas page for more information or contact us at 
studio@luxuriouswalls.com

LW PREMIUM FRAMING
Finish with a perfect frame

LW Premium Framing is a premium service. Each framed print or canvas is handmade in the UK by our 
team of specialist British Guild-recognised picture framers partners.

All picture frames are made to order and individually created. We offer a full range of popular frame 
types, mounting and finish options.

See the LW Premium Framing page for more information or contact us at  
studio@luxuriouswalls.com
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PRINT QUALITY FOR LW WEBSITE COLLECTIONS 

 All images in the LW collections are printed with care on high-quality papers and canvas.

 Each individual artwork is hand-finished by an experienced member of the team.

 US printing partners (worldwide shipping)

 Our US printing partners work with Epson professional-level print machines, inks and papers.

 Based in Los Angeles, they employ 300 staff and have invested $2.2M in printing equipment and 
technology.

This ensures the best quality printing.

Here are some details about the quality of print and framing standards you can expect.

UK printing partners for LW Premium Services 
(worldwide shipping)
Our UK-based printing and framing partners fulfil all LW Premium Services orders and are recognised as 
one of Europe’s finest specialist pro-labs.

As a Fine Art Trade Guild approved printer, they work with state-of-the-art print machines and undergo 
rigorous annual testing by a UKAS approved laboratory. 

The finest quality processes and materials are assured.

POSTAGE & PACKING

At Luxurious Walls one of our top priorities is the cost-effective and safe packaging of your artwork.

 Delivery charged at cost (no margin added) 

 No-fuss damage replacement policy

It is very important to us that your artwork arrives safely and in perfect condition.

Postage and packing details.

LW Quality  
& Fulfilment

Finest quality printing & worldwide shipping
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Let’s connect and create

Thank you for your interest in Luxurious Walls.
Please do join our mailing list and link in with our social media 
sites to instantly receive news, updates and our latest offers. 

Below are various ways to connect with us. We’ll be delighted 
to hear from you.

  Facebook Shop        Instagram        Pinterest        Google+        Twitter       Newsletter

LW Contact Details
Website: luxuriouswalls.com  Email: studio@luxuriouswalls.com
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